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Wessex ATF visit to Stock Gaylard 
Julian Hight, who chairs ATF Wessex, reports on the group’s 
summer visit to Stock Gaylard in Dorset.
Around 40 people arrived on the morning of 13th July at Stock Gaylard in Dorset for the sixth 
Wessex ATF field visit. Following introductions we were treated to a short history of the estate by 
Andrew Langmead – the owner – our host for the day.
Situated at the eastern edge of Blackmore Forest, the 1,800 acre estate was formerly a Saxon village 

in 1086 according to the Domesday survey. A licence to empark deer was granted in 1268, marking 
Stock Gaylard as one of Dorset’s earliest medieval deer parks. A herd of around 150 menil fallow 
deer still roam the 80 acre deer park today.
We proceeded to walk two circuits – one for the morning and one for the afternoon – and started by 

the manor house, behind which stands a large veteran oak (Quercus robur) which measured 7metres 
in circumference. Covered in ivy, Andrew explained his policy of leaving the trees ivy clad – for the 

benefit of wildlife. He is of the opinion that 
ivy does not significantly harm the tree.
Discussion ensued, with some ATF 

members suggesting the opposite...
We entered ‘the paddock’ a field containing 

half a dozen large veteran oaks measuring 
between 5 and 7 metres in circumference.
No horses have been kept in the field for 

over 20 years, yet the visible roots and lower 
trunks still showed damage from where 
their bark had been eaten away.
As a matter of discussion, nobody could 

quite decide whether the trees had been 
pollarded naturally or by people.

We then walked the ‘oak avenue’ – a fine 
avenue of oaks showing succession of 
planting over several centuries. The largest 
oak hosted Pseudoinonotus dryadeus, and 
displayed some fine brackets of the fungi.
The avenue led us to the Crusader Oak 

– Stock Gaylard’s most famous tree – an 
ancient, hollow pedunculate oak (Quercus 
robur), standing 7.5m (24.6ft) in girth and 
thought to be around 700 years old. 
The tree is named after Sir Ingelramus de 

Waleys who was lord of the manor in the 
13th century. A Templar Knight, de Waleys 
was killed on crusade whilst fighting in 
Jerusalem around 1275. His dismembered 
body is said to have been carried back to 
England on pack-horse and buried in St 
Barnabas Church, which stands on the 
mansion lawns close to the house.

below: Jill Butler at the oak avenue



The Crusader Oak hosts myriad lifeforms, 
including rare lichens Anaptychia ciliaris and 
Lecanora sublivescens, found only on nutrient-
rich tree bark free from pesticides. In 2012, 
the park was designated an SSSI. The fact that 
it avoids the use of inorganic pesticides and 
fertilisers makes it a perfect environment for 
the ancient oaks, as well as the invertebrates, 
animals, birds, lichens and fungi that they 
support.
Ted Green and Sean Couch both shared their 

interesting perspectives on the tree.

Walking back to the house, we passed a 
range of veteran oaks and some Turkey oaks, 
which, it was suggested, should be removed 
as the native acorns were suffering from 
knopper gall wasp infestations. 
A young hybrid elm, planted by Natural 

England under recommendation from Sean, 
when it reaches maturity, it is hoped, may 
show some resistance to Dutch elm disease.

After lunch, our afternoon excursion took us to the deer park, which has hosted deer for over 
800 years. Today, around 150 menil fallow roam the park. We stopped at a veteran sycamore, 
which, partially collapsed, exhibited advanced signs of decay illustrating its propensity to support 
biodiversity. Andrew explained how the myriad anthills had previously been mown down, but were 
now left to themselves. Un-mown grasses and brambles now support a large array of butterflies and 
other invertebrates.

Heading towards Stock Wood, we saw veteran 
limes and an ancient, hollow and twisted field 
maple – one of the best examples I have seen. 
The outskirts of Stock Wood – an ancient 

woodland bordering the deer park – are now 
fenced, therefore ungrazed with thickening 
undergrowth at the detriment of the oaks. 
Andrew and his team are experimenting with 
pollarding on some of the oaks, haloing them to 
offer more light.

above: Ted Green and, left: Sean Couch 
discuss biodiversity beneath the Crusader Oak

right: ‘self-pollarded’ veteran lime



Stock Gaylard has a very special and ancient 
treescape, hosting great wood pasture, rich 
grassland and plenty of biodiversity. The 
annual oakfair provides an opportunity to 
visit each August, so thanks go to Andrew 
for hosting the day and sharing his obvious 
passion for the estate with us, the Wessex ATF 
team and all who attended for contributing 
towards such an interesting, informative and 
enjoyable day.

Julian Hight 
1 September 2019

above: ancient sycamore
right: ancient field maple in the deer park

below: ATF atendees


